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frobify is a media centre for windows
computers. it lets you collect all your video,
audio and photo files in one place, organise
them, watch them and even share them
with family and friends. the software makes
it easy to transfer and synchronise content
between different computers and devices.
frobify can do anything other media centre
programs can do. it can organise music,
video, pictures and audiobooks. you can add
new files to your collections in almost any
folder structure using the built in
catalogues. you can listen to music from any
media player including windows media
player, winamp, smplayer, vlc, foobar2000,
mediamonkey, foobar2000, winamp,
realplayer, banshee or poweramp. all
information that you need is right here. you
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can record your own samples, add effects,
and easily manipulate all sound objects on
the beat. every track can be edited in 4
different styles and supports multiple audio
tracks. you can even create your own
rhythms on the fly. you can use all of the
factory presets, but ejay techno 4 reloaded
is really fun to create your own sounds.
write your own phrases, hit loops, add
effects and experiment. you can even make
your own rhythms on the fly. you can also
sync both your computer and mobile
devices with ejay techno 4 reloaded with the
usb midi controller. if you have an idea that
you want to save, you can create a new
track simply by dragging your files into the
program window and create new beats. if
you have an idea that you want to save, you
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can create a new track simply by dragging
your files into the program window and
create new beats. ejay techno 4 reloaded
can even sync your computer and mobile
devices with the usb midi controller.
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